
 

Visualize by Brendan Rodrigues and RSVP Magic - DVD

Brendan Rodrigues is fast establishing himself as one of the go to magicians on
the upmarket London party scene. With his unique style of magic, it's taken us
nearly three years to talk him into doing this project, but it's finally here! All of
Brendan's magic is visual, snappy and immediate. Best of all there are NO CARD
TRICKS INVOLVED. 

This is "Visualize": 

Crystal Ball Opener - A stunning crystal ball routine that is both magical and
mystifying. Techniques taught include which balls to use, care and attention,
palm spin, The Enigma Move, The Push Thru, The Vibration, The Invisible
Thread and The Amazing Droplet Productions. It's the perfect opener! 

Elasticated Energy - Brendan's take on Crazy Man's handcuffs with his amazing
Interweave finish explained in detail. The perfect end to any rubber band routine. 

The Coins - A multi-phase coin routine featuring flourishes and the brilliant 5 coin
challenge that is both amazing and easy to do! 

The Pen & Heart - Another signature piece using just two sponge hearts and one
pen. The most visual transposition routine ever, followed by an engaging heart
routine that the ladies love! 

Pen Flourishing - Brendan explains his pen flourishing techniques for the first
time including the multi-pen-catch into the vanish and reappearance of the pens
visually before their eyes. Mind popping magic at it's best! 

3D Printing - Brendan's prized competition winning routine 

Red Light Pen - just a regular d'lite and pen create an eye popping piece of
magic 

Flourish Section - Using Pens, Coins and Finger Rings, Brendan shows you all
the detail 

Finger Exercises - Use these techniques to make all of your magic more fluid
and correct 
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Shot in full HD with Worldwide Playback
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